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From the bestselling author of Kill Your Friends, a wildly funny look at the midlife
crisis of a loveable rogue. “A high-octane novel of excess” (Ian Rankin). Irish
novelist Kennedy Marr is a first rate bad boy. When he is not earning a fortune as
one of Hollywood’s most sought after scriptwriters, he is drinking, insulting and
philandering his way through Los Angeles, ‘successfully debunking the myth that
men are unable to multitask.’ He is loved by many women, but loathed by even
more including ex-wives on both sides of the pond. Kennedy’s appetite for trouble
is insatiable, but when he discovers that he owes 1.4 million dollars in back taxes,
it seems his outrageous, hedonistic lifestyle may not be as sustainable as he
thought. Forced to accept a teaching position at sleepy Deeping University, where
his ex-wife and teenaged daughter now reside, Kennedy returns to England with a
paper trail of tabloid headlines and scorned starlets hot on his bespoke heels.
However, as he acclimatizes to the quaint campus Kennedy is forced to reconsider
his laddish lifestyle. Incredible as it may seem, there might actually be a father and
a teacher lurking inside this ‘preening, narcissistic, priapic sociopath’. “A sharp and
knowing satire of the film industry, publishing and academia.” —The Guardian

No Straight Lines
If you’re tired of feeling powerless over your finances and are ready to start
funding your dreams, then come on girl–it’s time to get your money straight!
Author and financial expert Glinda Bridgforth knows that healthy money
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management is rarely just about dollars–it’s about getting to the root of why we
spend what we do and recognizing the emotional and cultural issues that play out
in our unhealthy financial habits. Girl, Get Your Money Straight! presents her sevenstep program for holistic financial healing–an upbeat, empowering road map that
you can use to identify your heart’s desires, break away from negative spending
patterns, pay off outstanding debts, develop a spending plan, conquer the
checkbook blues, and create new wealth. Filled with Bridgforth’s warmhearted
wisdom and advice, and complete with worksheets exercises, affirmations, and
inspiring stories of African American women who have found financial peace of
mind, Girl, Get Your Money Straight! is a fresh, fun, and eminently practical guide
to healing your bank account and building a life that you love.

The Wisdom of Crowds
A funny, poignant, realistic story of Tiffany's first love and first job, and the
inevitability of change in the first summer out of school School is over, not just for
the year, but forever. Tiff and Kayla are free, which is what they've always wanted,
but now summer is nearly at an end and that means life decisions. Tiff is hoping
her job at the local paper will lead to something more, but "The Shark" soon puts
her straight on what it takes to become a hard-nosed reporter like him. At home,
Reggie—the only grandad she's ever known—has quit smoking and diagnosed
himself as a cactus, and then Kayla hits her with some big news. And into all this
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stumbles Davey, who plays rugby but quotes Truman Capote, and is the first boy
who has ever really wanted to know her. Tiff is smart with words and rarely does
tears, but in one short week she discovers that words don't always get you there;
they don't let you say all the stuff from deep in your heart.

The Tragedy of Heterosexuality
The ideal graduation gift for anyone about to enter the workforce, a witty, practical
guide to 200 difficult professional conversations—featuring all-new advice from the
creator of the popular website Ask a Manager and New York’s work-advice
columnist. There’s a reason Alison Green has been called “the Dear Abby of the
work world.” Ten years as a workplace-advice columnist have taught her that
people avoid awkward conversations in the office because they simply don’t know
what to say. Thankfully, Green does—and in this incredibly helpful book, she
tackles the tough discussions you may need to have during your career. You’ll
learn what to say when • coworkers push their work on you—then take credit for it
• you accidentally trash-talk someone in an email then hit “reply all” • you’re
being micromanaged—or not being managed at all • you catch a colleague in a lie
• your boss seems unhappy with your work • your cubemate’s loud speakerphone
is making you homicidal • you got drunk at the holiday party Advance praise for
Ask a Manager “A must-read for anyone who works . . . [Alison Green’s] advice
boils down to the idea that you should be professional (even when others are not)
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and that communicating in a straightforward manner with candor and kindness will
get you far, no matter where you work.”—Booklist (starred review) “I am a huge
fan of Alison Green’s Ask a Manager column. This book is even better. It teaches us
how to deal with many of the most vexing big and little problems in our
workplaces—and to do so with grace, confidence, and a sense of humor.”—Robert
Sutton, Stanford professor and author of The No Asshole Rule and The Asshole
Survival Guide “Clear and concise in its advice and expansive in its scope, Ask a
Manager is the book I wish I’d had in my desk drawer when I was starting out (or
even, let’s be honest, fifteen years in).”—Sarah Knight, New York Times bestselling
author of The Life-Changing Magic of Not Giving a F*ck

Ask a Manager
What if the only reason you aren't doing well in school is that you've been lied to
about your own brain? For centuries, students worldwide have been tricked into
making school more difficult, more stressful, and less successful than it needs to
be. In reality, you already have the ability to make anything that you do in school
easy. From writing essays to mastering any math concept to acing even your most
difficult final exam, The Straight-A Conspiracy takes you through the simple, stressfree ways to conquer any class in school. The truth about straight-A's has been
kept from you. It's time you knew about The Straight-A Conspiracy.
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The Straight-A Conspiracy
A gargantuan, mind-altering comedy about the Pursuit of Happiness in America set
in an addicts' halfway house and a tennis academy, and featuring the most
endearingly screwed-up family to come along in recent fiction, Infinite Jest explores
essential questions about what entertainment is and why it has come to so
dominate our lives; about how our desire for entertainment affects our need to
connect with other people; and about what the pleasures we choose say about who
we are. Equal parts philosophical quest and screwball comedy, Infinite Jest bends
every rule of fiction without sacrificing for a moment its own entertainment value.
It is an exuberant, uniquely American exploration of the passions that make us
human - and one of those rare books that renew the idea of what a novel can do.

The Innovation Ultimatum
The fast and easy way to perfect your bowling game Bowling is an inexpensive
date, an affordable night out for the whole family, and a fun hangout activity for
kids of all ages. Bowling For Dummies reveals the tips, tricks, and rules of play for
this iconic American sport. While not every player can hope to bowl 300, you can
improve your average and show off for friends, family, and bowling league
teammates. Bowling For Dummies provides easy-to-understand instructions for
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improving your bowling game. The expert tips and advice take you through every
step of the game, from selecting the right shoes to the proper way to yell, "Strike!"
Packed with photos and line drawings Step-by-step instructions and illustrations
included for all techniques Covers beginner through more advanced techniques
Whether you're a casual bowler or on a bowling league, the practical, friendly
advice in Bowling For Dummies will have you itching to hit the lanes to try out your
new skills.

So Good They Can't Ignore You
This book is a collection of the most impactful articles written by relationship coach
Steve Horsmon. They have been divided into specific themes where Steve shares
powerful stories and concepts with readers about love, life, being a good guy, and
getting rid of misconceptions about marriage.Some of these may challenge your
current thinking. At times, you may feel both scared and inspired. Eventually, a
surge of self-confidence and self-respect will emerge. From there you may feel the
rush of overwhelming opportunity with a twinge of anxiety about how to take your
next steps.You will wonder why nobody told you these things when you were 18
years old. And you may have a few epiphanies that make you shake your head just
like Steve did when he began this work.In this book you will learn how to:*Boldly
declare your masculine values and boundaries for your life and
relationship*Confidently stand up for what you want without looking like a big, fat
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jerk*Understand the deeper meaning behind your woman's coldness, disrespect,
and rejection*Handle conflict and tension without getting rattled and increasing
her attraction and desire at the same time*Decide whether or not your relationship
is salvageable or even worth saving*Flip the switch from seeking validation from
women to standing strong in a new, self-reliant, masculine frame

My Reality Check Bounced!
A handbook explains how a young adult can break free of his self-imposed rut, take
control of his life and pursue his ultimate goal, featuring fifteen life strategies,
essential skills, and real-world examples.

Mostly Straight
Dr. Loren A. Olson has frequently been asked two questions: How could you not
know that you were gay until the age of forty? Wasn't your marriage just a sham to
protect yourself at your wife's expense? In Finally Out, Dr. Olson answers these
questions by telling the inspiring story of his evolving sexuality, into which he
intelligently weaves psychological concepts and gay history. This book is a
powerful exploration of human sexuality, particularly the sexuality of mature men
who, like Dr. Olson, lived a large part of their lives as straight men--sometimes long
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after becoming aware of their same-sex attractions. Readers will come to
understand: - That there is no universal model for coming out - Why many older
LGBTQ men came out late, do not come out at all, or come out to varying degrees
in different environments - How stigma has created mental health problems for
isolated and closeted men who have sex with men, particularly in geographical
areas and cultures where there is little or no acceptance of homosexuality - How
sexual function changes but perhaps even improves for older men - That aging
creates opportunities that one has never had and may never have again, e.g.,
freedom from the tyranny of ambition - That some people consistently prefer an
older sexual partner and this can lead to stable, intergenerational relationships How same-sex sexual activity was considered prior to the Stonewall uprising in
1969 contrasted with the way it is perceived after Stonewall - How age, culture,
geographical location, heterosexual marriage, and children impact a person's
decision to come out - Why "conversion therapy" does not work and may be
harmful - The difference between homophobia and homonaïveté - The archetypes
of self-identified straight men who seek occasional or regular sex with other men How to overcome the shame and guilt experienced by men who are sexually
attracted to other men

How To Win At College
The Happy Student is written by a student for students. Daniel Wong doesnt have
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a PhD in education or psychology, but his transformation from unhappy
overachiever to happy straight-A student has given him unique insight into what
motivates students intrinsically. By sharing with readers his personal story and the
five-step program he has developed, unmotivated students everywhere will
understand how they, too, can find deep satisfaction in the pursuit of academic
success.,

Straight Shooter
Straight-Line Leadership: Tools for Living with Velocity and Power in Turbulent
Times is Dusan Djukich's highly anticipated introduction to his potent world of
straight-line coaching. Within these pages he dramatically unveils exactly what it
takes to live a powerful and effective life both personally and professionally.
Regardless if you are a CEO, small business owner, parent, or someone who simply
wants to make a difference, you will learn to master powerful distinctions that you
can apply immediately to resolve the challenges that you are presently up against.
You will also become adept at assisting others in solving their most pressing
problems with precision and grace. "This book boldly demonstrates why Djukich is
regarded as the ultimate performance catalyst to business. He simply kicks the hell
out of the sacred cows that keep individuals and businesses stuck." Brandon Craig,
CEO, BiltRite Corporation
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Straight White Male
Prepares leaders for the 2020s—an accessible guide to the key technologies that
will reshape business in the coming decade Most businesses identify six key digital
technologies—artificial intelligence (AI), distributed ledgers and blockchain, the
Internet of Things (IoT), autonomous machines, virtual and augmented reality, and
5G communication—as critical to their relevance and growth over the coming ten
years. These new disruptive technologies present significant opportunity for
businesses in every industry. The first businesses to understand automation and
these transformative technologies will be the ones to reap the greatest rewards in
the marketplace. The Innovation Ultimatum helps leaders understand the key
technologies poised to reshape business in the next decade and prepare their
organizations for technology-enabled change. Using straightforward, jargon-free
language, this important resource provides a set of strategic questions every
leader will need to ask and answer in order to prepare for the impending changes
to the business landscape. Author Steve Brown shares his insights to help leaders
take full advantage of the next wave of digital transformation and describes
compelling examples of how businesses are already embracing new technologies
to optimize operations, create new value, and serve customers in new ways.
Written for anyone that wants to understand how automation and new technology
will fundamentally restructure business, this book enables readers to: Understand
the implications of technology-driven change across industrial sectors Apply
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important insights to their own business Gain competitive advantage by
implementing new technologies Prepare for the future of work and understand the
skills needed to thrive in a post-automation economy Adopt critical digital
technologies in any organization Providing invaluable cutting-edge content, The
Innovation Ultimatum is a much-needed source of guidance and inspiration for
business leaders, board members, C-suite executives, and senior managers who
need to prepare their businesses for the future.

Straight-Line Leadership: Tools for Living with Velocity and
Power in Turbulent Times
Offers time-management strategies, tips on taking tests, techniques for writing
essays better and faster, and self-assessment tests to help students analyze their
study skills.

Straight Talk Tools for the Desperate Husband
"This is a groundbreaking study of the uses of the native in the making of critical
theory and national belonging."---Elizabeth A. Povinelli, Professor of Anthropology
& Gender Studies, Columbia University -Page 12/30
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Straight Up Love
In this fascinating book, New Yorker business columnist James Surowiecki explores
a deceptively simple idea: Large groups of people are smarter than an elite few, no
matter how brilliant—better at solving problems, fostering innovation, coming to
wise decisions, even predicting the future. With boundless erudition and in
delightfully clear prose, Surowiecki ranges across fields as diverse as popular
culture, psychology, ant biology, behavioral economics, artificial intelligence,
military history, and politics to show how this simple idea offers important lessons
for how we live our lives, select our leaders, run our companies, and think about
our world.

The Twelve-Mile Straight
In an unorthodox approach, Georgetown University professor Cal Newport debunks
the long-held belief that "follow your passion" is good advice, and sets out on a
quest to discover the reality of how people end up loving their careers. Not only
are pre-existing passions rare and have little to do with how most people end up
loving their work, but a focus on passion over skill can be dangerous, leading to
anxiety and chronic job hopping. Spending time with organic farmers, venture
capitalists, screenwriters, freelance computer programmers, and others who
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admitted to deriving great satisfaction from their work, Newport uncovers the
strategies they used and the pitfalls they avoided in developing their compelling
careers. Cal reveals that matching your job to a pre-existing passion does not
matter. Passion comes after you put in the hard work to become excellent at
something valuable, not before. In other words, what you do for a living is much
less important than how you do it. With a title taken from the comedian Steve
Martin, who once said his advice for aspiring entertainers was to "be so good they
can't ignore you," Cal Newport's clearly written manifesto is mandatory reading for
anyone fretting about what to do with their life, or frustrated by their current job
situation and eager to find a fresh new way to take control of their livelihood. He
provides an evidence-based blueprint for creating work you love, and will change
the way you think about careers, happiness, and the crafting of a remarkable life.

A Straight Line to My Heart
Bob Fisher, holder of numerous world records in basketball shooting, introduces a
new physics-based approach that is destined to become the new standard for
basketball shooting instruction. Included is a special chapter by Professor Larry
Silverberg providing an in-depth analysis of the physics involved in shooting a free
throw. Learn the most important aspect of shooting and how to utilize simple
physics to make more shots. He introduces a practical physics-based approach to
shooting, which provides a 'true north' for players to filter what is important and
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what is not. A must-read for anyone who is looking to fast-track their shooting
success.

The Happy Student
Jordan Belfort—immortalized by Leonardo DiCaprio in the hit movie The Wolf of
Wall Street—reveals the step-by-step sales and persuasion system proven to turn
anyone into a sales-closing, money-earning rock star. For the first time ever, Jordan
Belfort opens his playbook and gives you access to his exclusive step-by-step
system—the same system he used to create massive wealth for himself, his
clients, and his sales teams. Until now this revolutionary program was only
available through Jordan’s $1,997 online training. Now, in Way of the Wolf, Belfort
is ready to unleash the power of persuasion to a whole new generation, revealing
how anyone can bounce back from devastating setbacks, master the art of
persuasion, and build wealth. Every technique, every strategy, and every tip has
been tested and proven to work in real-life situations. Written in his own inimitable
voice, Way of the Wolf cracks the code on how to persuade anyone to do anything,
and coaches readers—regardless of age, education, or skill level—to be a master
sales person, negotiator, closer, entrepreneur, or speaker.

Infinite Jest
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It's surprising that the term "heterosexuality" is less than 150 years old and that
heterosexuality's history has never before been written, given how obsessed we
are with it. In Straight, independent scholar Hanne Blank delves deep into the
contemporary psyche as well as the historical record to chronicle the realm of
heterosexual relations--a subject that is anything but straight and narrow. Consider
how Catholic monasticism, the reading of novels, the abolition of slavery, leisure
time, divorce, and constipation of the bowels have all at some time been labeled
enemies of the heterosexual state. With an extensive historical scope and plenty of
juicy details and examples, Straight provides a fascinating look at the vagaries,
schisms, and contradictions of what has so often been perceived as an irreducible
fact of nature.

Hitting a Straight Lick with a Crooked Stick
A troubling account of heterosexual desire in the era of #MeToo Heterosexuality is
in crisis. Reports of sexual harassment, misconduct, and rape saturate the news in
the era of #MeToo. Straight men and women spend thousands of dollars every day
on relationship coaches, seduction boot camps, and couple’s therapy in a search
for happiness. In The Tragedy of Heterosexuality, Jane Ward smartly explores what,
exactly, is wrong with heterosexuality in the twenty-first century, and what straight
people can do to fix it for good. She shows how straight women, and to a lesser
extent straight men, have tried to mend a fraught patriarchal system in which
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intimacy, sexual fulfillment, and mutual respect are expected to coexist alongside
enduring forms of inequality, alienation, and violence in straight relationships.
Ward also takes an intriguing look at the multi-billion-dollar self-help industry,
which markets goods and services to help heterosexual couples without addressing
the root of their problems. Ultimately, she encourages straight men and women to
take a page out of queer culture, reminding them “about the human capacity to
desire, fuck, and show respect at the same time.”

Be Straight with Me
You study hard. You memorize. You work at a problem over and over until it feels
like your head is going to explode. You think, finally I'm ready for the big test. And
you still don't make the grade. Relax. The truth is, Dr. Gordon Green knows exactly
how you feel. He was a bright student. And he studied hard, too. But he struggled
his freshman year at college anyway. What happened? He developed a unique tenstep program based on the simple principle that academic success is not so much
a question of how hard you study, but how smart you study. Did it work? After
college, Dr. Green went on to earn a Ph.D. in economics at a prestigious
university--all the while maintaining straight A's! Thousands of student have
benefited from his program. How he has adapted his study methods to apply to
you. This is an easy, do-it-yourself guide to help you turn frustration into success.
Topics include: How to get the most out of what you need How to budget your time
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How to take a test Keys to developing effective study habits It's not enough to
survive school. This guide will help you excel. And remember: There is no such
thing as a mediocre student. Only mediocre results. At the Publisher's request, this
title is being sold without Digital Rights Management Software (DRM) applied.

Straight-A Study Skills
"Contains material adapted from The everything guide to study skills, by Cynthia
Clumeck Muchnick"--T.p. verso.

Girl, Get Your Money Straight
Be Straight with Me is an unforgettable memoir-in-verse about a love that blurs the
boundaries of gender and sexuality—told from the perspective of a young, straight
woman who finds herself in a serious relationship with her gay male best friend.
With unabashed honesty and piercing emotional clarity, Emily Dalton brings to life
this timely, true story about a nonconforming romance and its consequences.
During her sophomore year at Middlebury College, Emily meets Max—“you” as she
intimately refers to him in the book. Not exactly a tomboy, but not quite a girly girl
either, Emily is intent on finding a masculine boyfriend to assuage a deeply rooted
fear that she may not be quite feminine enough. Max—a boisterous class clown
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beloved by his many straight guy friends—has recently come out as gay and is
embracing his newly claimed identity. Initially, Max and Emily dislike each other,
but end up growing close after a make-out dare on Halloween. Then one night, Max
reveals an unexpected physical attraction that catches them both by surprise. The
relationship begins, playfully and in secret, and then spirals into something more.
Max and Emily’s journey takes many forms—they experiment with drugs; they
travel abroad; they try sleeping with other people (together), and everything in
between—all in the name of “this bizarre, beautiful thing” they call love.

Bowling For Dummies
No Straight Lines showcases major names such as Alison Bechdel, Howard Cruse,
and Ralf Koenig (one of Europe’s most popular cartoonists), as well as high-profile,
crossover creators who have dabbled in LGBT cartooning, like legendary NYC artist
David Wojnarowicz and media darling and advice columnist Dan Savage. No
Straight Lines also spotlights many talented creators who never made it out of the
queer comics ghetto, but produced amazing work that deserves wider attention.
Queer cartooning encompasses some of the best and most interesting comics of
the last four decades, with creators tackling complex issues of identity and a
changing society with intelligence, humor, and imagination. This book celebrates
this vibrant artistic underground by gathering together a collection of excellent
stories that can be enjoyed by all. Until recently, queer cartooning existed in a
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parallel universe to the rest of comics, appearing only in gay newspapers and gay
bookstores and not in comic book stores, mainstream bookstores or newspapers.
The insular nature of the world of queer cartooning, however, created a fascinating
artistic scene. LGBT comics have been an uncensored, internal conversation within
the queer community, and thus provide a unique window into the hopes, fears, and
fantasies of queer people for the last four decades. These comics have forged their
aesthetics from the influences of underground comix, gay erotic art, punk zines,
and the biting commentaries of drag queens, bull dykes, and other marginalized
queers. They have analyzed their own communities, and their relationship with the
broader society. They are smart, funny, and profound. No Straight Lines has been
heralded by people interested in comics history, and people invested in LGBT
culture will embrace it as a unique and invaluable collection.

Straight Line Wonder
When a psychologist writes for the teenage male, it may be helpful. But when a
psychologist, a professional football player, and a sharp and articulate high-school
senior hammer out a book together, it's bound to be pertinent and useful. Stand
Tall and Straight is the result of the collaboration of three such men. It discusses
subjects of vast importance to the young male from early college age down
through the junior high-school level. Eating habits for a clear skin and strong body;
Tips on grooming; Building a powerful body; How to get along with parents and
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teachers; Understanding your sexual self; How to ask a girl for a date; How to treat
a girl who may one day be your wife; Building a value system; Developing a
dynamic personality. You'll find these and many more tips for happy living now,
and successful living later, in this guidebook for the young man who wants to plan
and live a responsible life. - Back cover.

Getting Straight A's
From New York Times bestselling author Eleanor Henderson, an audacious
American epic set in rural Georgia during the years of the Depression and
Prohibition. Cotton County, Georgia, 1930: in a house full of secrets, two babiesone light-skinned, the other dark-are born to Elma Jesup, a white sharecropper’s
daughter. Accused of her rape, field hand Genus Jackson is lynched and dragged
behind a truck down the Twelve-Mile Straight, the road to the nearby town. In the
aftermath, the farm’s inhabitants are forced to contend with their complicity in a
series of events that left a man dead and a family irrevocably fractured. Despite
the prying eyes and curious whispers of the townspeople, Elma begins to raise her
babies as best as she can, under the roof of her mercurial father, Juke, and with
the help of Nan, the young black housekeeper who is as close to Elma as a sister.
But soon it becomes clear that the ties that bind all of them together are more
intricate than any could have ever imagined. As startling revelations mount, a web
of lies begins to collapse around the family, destabilizing their precarious world and
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forcing all to reckon with the painful truth. Acclaimed author Eleanor Henderson
has returned with a novel that combines the intimacy of a family drama with the
staggering presence of a great Southern saga. Tackling themes of racialized
violence, social division, and financial crisis, The Twelve-Mile Straight is a
startlingly timely, emotionally resonant, and magnificent tour de force.

Making Crooked Places Straight
From “one of the greatest writers of our time” (Toni Morrison)—the author of
Barracoon and Their Eyes Were Watching God—a collection of remarkable stories,
including eight “lost” Harlem Renaissance tales now available to a wide audience
for the first time. In 1925, Barnard student Zora Neale Hurston—the sole black
student at the college—was living in New York, “desperately striving for a toe-hold
on the world.” During this period, she began writing short works that captured the
zeitgeist of African American life and transformed her into one of the central
figures of the Harlem Renaissance. Nearly a century later, this singular talent is
recognized as one of the most influential and revered American artists of the
modern period. Hitting a Straight Lick with a Crooked Stick is an outstanding
collection of stories about love and migration, gender and class, racism and sexism
that proudly reflect African American folk culture. Brought together for the first
time in one volume, they include eight of Hurston’s “lost” Harlem stories, which
were found in forgotten periodicals and archives. These stories challenge
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conceptions of Hurston as an author of rural fiction and include gems that flash
with her biting, satiric humor, as well as more serious tales reflective of the cultural
currents of Hurston’s world. All are timeless classics that enrich our understanding
and appreciation of this exceptional writer’s voice and her contributions to
America’s literary traditions.

How to Become a Straight-A Student
Making Crooked Places Straight is a spiritual warfare training manual, equipping
believers to walk in victory over the perverse spirit. Everyone wants to shine like a
star, but not everyone is willing to pay the price. Because in paying the price, all
come face to face with the perverse spirit in his or her life. Since the church has,
for the most part, relegated the perverse spirit to the homosexual community,
most Christians have no clue how the perverse spirit works in their lives, homes, or
churches. Making Crooked Places Straight solves that dilemma by providing
information, insights, and answers from a solid biblical base. Writing an exposé of
the perverse spirit in the form of a training manual, Penelope Kaye teaches readers
how to recognize and overcome this twisted serpent with prevailing prayers,
practical tools, and powerful weapons. While experiencing a roller coaster of
emotions, believers find the strength to press on and realize God will see their
crooked places made straight and they can then truly shine like stars.
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Stand Tall and Straight
“Heterosexuality,” assumed to denote a universal sexual and cultural norm, has
been largely exempt from critical scrutiny. In this boldly original work, Jonathan
Ned Katz challenges the common notion that the distinction between
heterosexuality and homosexuality has been a timeless one. Building on the
history of medical terminology, he reveals that as late as 1923, the term
“heterosexuality” referred to a "morbid sexual passion," and that its current usage
emerged to legitimate men and women having sex for pleasure. Drawing on the
works of Sigmund Freud, James Baldwin, Betty Friedan, and Michel Foucault, The
Invention of Heterosexuality considers the effects of heterosexuality’s recently
forged primacy on both scientific literature and popular culture. “Lively and
provocative.”—Carol Tavris, New York Times Book Review “A valuable primer . . .
misses no significant twists in sexual politics.”—Gary Indiana, Village Voice Literary
Supplement “One of the most important—if not outright subversive—works to
emerge from gay and lesbian studies in years.”—Mark Thompson, The Advocate

How to Be a High School Superstar
Discusses basic study skills and suggests methods for taking notes, writing term
papers, and preparing for tests
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The Straight State
A growing number of young men today say they are "mostly straight" and yet feel
a slight but enduring desire for men. Ritch Savin-Williams explores the stories of 40
mostly straight young men to help us understand the biological, psychological, and
cultural forces that are loosening the sexual bind many boys and young men
experience.

The Invention of Heterosexuality
Despite the admonitions of his friends, a straight line enjoys expressing himself by
twirling in whirls, pointing his joints, and creeping in heaps.

Finally Out
Draws on firsthand interviews with outstanding students at universities across the
country to examine the secrets of a successful college career, introducing seventyfive simple rules designed to assist students ace their classes, assume leadership
positions, build a superb résumé, define their life goals, and have fun at the same
time. Original. 17,500 first printing.
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Straight Man
Hilarious and true-to-life, witty, compassionate, and impossible to put down,
Straight Man follows Hank Devereaux through one very bad week in this novel
from Pulitzer Prize-winning author Richard Russo. William Henry Devereaux, Jr., is
the reluctant chairman of the English department of a badly underfunded college
in the Pennsylvania rust belt. Devereaux's reluctance is partly rooted in his
character--he is a born anarchist--and partly in the fact that his department is more
savagely divided than the Balkans. In the course of a single week, Devereaux will
have his nose mangled by an angry colleague, imagine his wife is having an affair
with his dean, wonder if a curvaceous adjunct is trying to seduce him with peach
pits, and threaten to execute a goose on local television. All this while coming to
terms with his philandering father, the dereliction of his youthful promise, and the
ominous failure of certain vital body functions. In short, Straight Man is classic
Russo—side-splitting, poignant, compassionate, and unforgettable.

Straight
College student and college-bound student edition. An effective, organized system
to approach your academics. With practical insights for achieving top grades in
school and life.
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Way of the Wolf
Do Less, Live More, Get Accepted What if getting into your reach schools didn’t
require four years of excessive A.P. classes, overwhelming activity schedules, and
constant stress? In How to Be a High School Superstar, Cal Newport explores the
world of relaxed superstars—students who scored spots at the nation’s top
colleges by leading uncluttered, low stress, and authentic lives. Drawing from
extensive interviews and cutting-edge science, Newport explains the surprising
truths behind these superstars’ mixture of happiness and admissions success,
including: · Why doing less is the foundation for becoming more impressive. · Why
demonstrating passion is meaningless, but being interesting is crucial. · Why
accomplishments that are hard to explain are better than accomplishments that
are hard to do. These insights are accompanied by step-by-step instructions to
help any student adopt the relaxed superstar lifestyle—proving that getting into
college doesn’t have to be a chore to survive, but instead can be the reward for
living a genuinely interesting life.

How to Get Straight A's In School and Have Fun at the Same
Time
Presents a study of federal regulation of homosexulity, arguing that the United
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States government systematically penalized homosexuals and gave rise to their
second-class citizenship.

When Did Indians Become Straight?
From New York Times bestselling author Lexi Ryan comes a sexy new standalone
romance about a woman who’d do anything to have a baby and the man who’d do
anything to have her… For my 30th birthday, I’m giving myself the one thing I
want most: a baby. Sure, this would be easier if I had a husband—or even a
boyfriend—but I refuse to be thwarted by minor details. When I drunkenly confess
my plans to my friends, they convince me to ask Jake Jackson for help. Jake, the
best friend who’s been there for me through thick and thin. Jake, who also happens
to be smart, funny, ridiculously good looking, and the winner of all the genetic
lotteries. So when Jake takes me up on my request—with the stipulation that we
get the job done the old-fashioned way—I’d be a fool to decline. The only problem?
I don’t know if I can separate sex from all the things I feel for this amazing man. If I
can’t keep my heart under lock and key, I risk losing the relationship I need the
most. Jake has his own reasons for granting my baby wish. But when I discover his
secrets, it could mean the end of us. I have to choose—run or stay and fight for
love. Fall for the boys of Jackson Harbor in Lexi Ryan’s sexy new contemporary
romance series. These books can all be read as standalones, but you’ll enjoy
reading them as a series!
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10 Secrets to Straight A's
Looking to jumpstart your GPA? Most college students believe that straight A’s can
be achieved only through cramming and painful all-nighters at the library. But Cal
Newport knows that real straight-A students don’t study harder—they study
smarter. A breakthrough approach to acing academic assignments, from quizzes
and exams to essays and papers, How to Become a Straight-A Student reveals for
the first time the proven study secrets of real straight-A students across the
country and weaves them into a simple, practical system that anyone can master.
You will learn how to: • Streamline and maximize your study time • Conquer
procrastination • Absorb the material quickly and effectively • Know which reading
assignments are critical—and which are not • Target the paper topics that wow
professors • Provide A+ answers on exams • Write stellar prose without the agony
A strategic blueprint for success that promises more free time, more fun, and toptier results, How to Become a Straight-A Student is the only study guide written by
students for students—with the insider knowledge and real-world methods to help
you master the college system and rise to the top of the class.
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